
95 m. COST OF SERVICE STUDIES 

96 A. Dlscnssion of Cost allocations and Methodologies 

97 Q. What Is an ECOSS? 
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98 A. AIC provides delivery services to its customers under a number of residential and 

99 non-residential rate classifications. These rate classifications are primarily differentiated 

100 by customer characteristics, usage levels and supply voltage level. The purpose of the 

101 ECOSS in this proceeding is to present the functionalization, classification, and 

102 allocation of distribution delivery service-related costs to the Company's rate classes and 

103 to support the Company's rate designs and pricing. The ECOSS is the result of allocating 

104 and/or assigning the various costs, both direct and indirect, of providing electric 

105 distribution delivery services to the delivery service classes in a way that best reflects the 

106 manner in which such costs are incurred. 

107 Q. What is the fundamental principle nnderlying the ECOSS? 

108 A. Cost causation is the fundamental principle applicable to all cost studies for 

109 purposes of allocating costs to the individual delivery service classes. The Commission 

110 has noted in a prior AIC general rate case order: "[g]enerally, the Commission prefers to 

III allocate costs among the various classes as close to the cost of serving each class as is 

112 reasonably possible and/or appropriate. The purpose of doing so is to assign costs to 

113 those who cause them." Order, Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 228. In 

114 other words, the costs assigned to a delivery service class should be those costs that the 

115 particular delivery service class caused the utility to incur. The results of the Electric 

116 ECOSS provide the essential data necessary for rate design and pricing. Rate design and 

117 pricing will be discussed later in my testimony. 
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Wbat are the three major steps in preparing an embedded cost of service 

119 study? 

120 A. In general, preparing a cost of service study involves: (I) functionalization, (2) 

121 classification and (3) allocation. 

122 Q. Please describe the general process of cost functionalization. 

123 A. Functionalization is the assignment of investments (rate base) and expenses to the 

124 major utility service categories: production, transmission, distribution, customer-related, 

125 and administrative & general. The major functions are further divided into FERC 

126 Accounts. I The distribution function, forinstance, is the sum total of PERC Accounts 

127 360-374. FERC Account 365 (Overhead Conductors & Devices), for example, includes 

128 the cost installed of overhead conductors and devices used for distribution purposes. 

129 Functionalization sometimes requires identifying more granular functions (sub-

130 functions), such as operating voltage of distribution equipment. In the above example of 

131 PERC Account 365, I take steps to assign costs from this account across the various 

132 voltage levels (sub-functions) of distribution lines operated by AIC. 

133 Q. Do you testify to each ofthe functionalization steps mentioned above? 

134 A. No. Mr. Stafford provides the separation of costs by major function and FERC 

135 Account for each Rate Zone. My testimony and analysis relate only to last stage of 

136 functionalization (sub-function level). 

137 Q. Please describe the general process of classification. 

J FERC Accounls are industry slandard accounls defined in the USofA-Uniform Syslem of Accounls 
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Classification is the further separation and/or assignment of functionaIized plant 

139 and expenses into categories of cost causation based upon how the costs are genemlly 

140 incurred. Costs can generally be incurred when new customers are connected to the 

141 system, when they increase their demand (kW) on the local distribution system, or when 

142 they use more energy (kWh's). To account for the different ways a utility incurs costs, 

143 three classifications are used: customer-related, demand-related and energy-related. 

144 Q. How were ~osts ~Iassified for your ECOSS? 

145 A. Demand-related costs are those investments and other capacity-related costs that 

146 remain essentially the same, in the short run, no matter how many kilowatt-hours (kWh) 

147 are sold or delivered. Demand costs are associated with the electrical facilities necessary 

148 to supply the customer's service requirements during period of maximum, or peak, 

149 periods of power consumption. During such peak periods, this usage is expressed in 

150 terms of the customer's maximum power consumption, commonly referred to as 

151 "kilowatts of demand." As so defined, demand-related costs include the majority of 

152 AIC's investment in Distribution Plant and associated expenses. 

153 Customer-related costs are those rate base and expense items that are incurred to 

154 extend and provide service to individual customers and typically vary with the number of 

155 customers rather than their demand or their energy consumption. Examples include 

156 customer accounts and customer service expenses, service drops, meters, etc. 

157 Energy-related costs are those costs that are usage driven and are incurred when 

158 customers use incremental kWh's. These costs vary in direct proportion as customers use 

159 more or less energy. 

160 Q. Please d~ribe the general process of cost allocation to rate classes. 
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161 A. Once costs have been classified in the manner in which they are incurred, 

162 allocation factors (also referred to as allocators) are paired with classified costs in order 

163 to make the cost allocations to each rate class. The pairing of allocation factors involves 

164 determining the appropriate match of each classified cost with the available allocation 

165 factors. For example, distribution substations have been classified as demand-related; 

166 therefore, an allocation factor based on customers' class demand is an appropriate 

167 pairing, as opposed to an allocation factor based on the number of customers in a 

168 customer class or the energy consumed by the customer class. Allocation factors are 

169 developed from test year information andlor other available customer information.2 The 

170 most common cost a1locators used are based on customer/meter counts, energy usage, 

I 71 and class demands. 

172 Q. Please describe how test year rate base was allocated to the delivery service 

173 rate classes. 

174 A. The components of electric rate base were allocated to delivery service rate 

175 classes as follows: 

176 • Customer-related Distribution Plant. Services and Meters are included in this 
177 category. Services are allocated to customers based on the current costto 
178 serve each delivery service class. Meter a1locators are based on the current 
179 cost of meters at each voltage level multiplied by the number of meters at that 
180 voltage level in each class. 

181 • Demand-related Distribution Plant. Remaining investments in Distribution 
182 Plant is considered fixed and related to demands placed by customers on the 
183 distribution system. These plant items include distribution lines, substations, 
184 line transformers, etc. Distribution plant that has been classified as demand-
185 related was segregated into various voltage levels, and class demands at each 
186 voltage level were used to develop the allocation factor for distribution plant. 
187 Class demands were based on load research data. AIC has allocated primary 

2 Load Research, customer billing records, engineering records, etc. 
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lines and substations using the Coincident Peak (CP) demand of each delivery 
service class as required in the Final Order in Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.), p. 
237. High Voltage Distribution lines consisting of those above 30 kV have 
also been allocated using class CP demands. Secondary distribution lines are 
allocated using Non-Coincident Peak (NCP) class demands. Line 
Transfonners (Account 368) are allocated using SigmaNCP3 class demand 
allocation factor. Line transfonners are generally placed in service to serve 
the load of a small group of customers or in some cases one single customer. 
This allocation method closely aligns with the fundamental principles of cost 
causation in that the equipment is sized to meet the individual peak demands 
of individual customers rather than the collective CP demands of all 
customers. 

• General and Intangible Plant. These components of Distribution Plant are 
shared by all delivery service classes based on the commonly used labor ratio. 

• Material and Supplies. This component consists of materials related to 
distribution facilities. Distribution materials are allocated to the delivery 
service classes on the basis of the composite allocation ofthe original cost of 
Distribution Plant. 

• Cash Working Capital. This item is related to payroll, various taxes and 
interest expense and is therefore allocated to each delivery service class in 
proportion to the allocated original cost of Distribution Plant. 

• Customer Advances for Construction. Contributions in Aid of Construction 
and Customer Deposits. Customer Advances and Contributions in Aid of 
Construction were assigned to each delivery service class on a customer count 
basis while Customer Deposits are allocated based on AIC's records for 
deposits made by customers in each delivery service class. 

• Total Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes. The component is related 
primarily to investment in property, and is internally allocated to each delivery 
service class on the basis of allocated cost of original Distribution Plant. 

Please describe how test year expenses were allocated to the delivery service 

218 rate classes. 

219 A. The test year electric expenses were allocated as follows: 

3 SigmaNCP for each delivery service class is defined as the sum of each customer's highest annual peak 
demand within a class. 
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• Distribution O&M Expenses. The various Distribution O&M Expense 
Accounts 580-598 were individually "aligned" with one or more Distribution 
Plant accounts and allocated to each delivery service class based upon the 
resulting allocation of the aligned plant accounts. This allocated expense can 
be described as the general accepted "expenses follow plant" cost allocation 
methodology. 

• Customer Accounts Expenses. Account 903 - Customer Records and 
Collection Expenses was divided between customer records and collection 
expense in that account. Expenses related to customer records were allocated 
to the delivery service classes based on number of customers while 
collections expenses were allocated on the same basis as Account 904 -
Uncollectible Accounts. Uncollectible Accounts Expense was allocated to 
each delivery service class on the basis of the level of such activities for each 
class as determined from our billing system net write-offs. Meter Reading 
Expenses were allocated to delivery service classes by weightings as 
provided by our Metering Department given the difference in the amount of 
time to read a residential versus commercial versus industrial customer. 
Account 901 - Supervision was allocated to each class on the basis of the 
composite allocation of all other Customer Accounts Expenses. 

• Customer Service Expense. These expenses were allocated for Account 908 
on a weighted customer basis. Account 909 - Informational and Instructional 
Expense was allocated on customer counts as this is for mass media expenses 
thus it benefits all customers. Account 907 - Supervisor and Account 910 -
Miscellaneous Customer Service and Informational Expense were allocated 
on the delivery service class relationship of Accounts 908 and 909. 

• Administrative & General (A&Gl Expenses. Account 924 - Property 
Insurance and Account 927 - Franchise Requirements were allocated to the 
delivery service classes based on the relationship of the Distribution Plant 
accounts by delivery service class with the remaining A&G accounts 
allocated based on labor as discussed under General and Intangible Plant. 

How have depreciation and amortization expenses been allocated? 

These expenses were allocated on the basis of the alliJcation of the corresponding 

252 original cost of Distribution, Intangible and General Plant investments as allocated to the 

253 delivery service classes. 

254 Q. How have Electric Distribution Taxes been allocated? 
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These expenses are allocated to each delivery service class on the basis of kWh's 

256 (energy usage) of all customers within each rate class. 

257 Q. 

258 A. 

How have real estate taxes and payroll taxes been. allocated? 

Real estate taxes were allocated to delivery service classes on the basis of the sum 

259 of the previously allocated total original cost of Distribution Plant. Payroll taxes have 

260 been allocated on the basis of labor. 

261 Q. Please explain the treatment of Other Revenne 8S8Ociated with items such as 

262 Late Payment Cbarges, Non-Sufficient Cbeck Cbarges and Reconnection Cbarges. 

263 A. Late Payment, Non-Sufficient Check Charges and Reconnection Charges were 

264 allocated to the delivery service classes on the basis of revenues recorded in the 

265 company's billing system. 

266 Q. Please explain tbe treatment of Otber Revenue associated wholesale 

267 distribution services. 

268 A. AIC provides distribution service to a number of wholesale customers. Revenues 

269 collected from wholesale customers for use of AIC's distribution system provide a credit 

270 to AIC's retail delivery service revenue requirement and are allocated to the delivery 

271 service classes on the basis of original cost of Distribution Plant. 

272 Q. The Final Order iu Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.), p. 251 states "transformer 

273 rental revenue (from a class) sbould be used to offset tbe class revenue 

274 requirement." Please explain tbe treatment ofOtber Revenue associated witb sucb 

275 items as Customer Facility Rental, FERC Account 454-007. 
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276 A. Revenues associated with this account were allocated to the delivery service 

277 classes on the level of revenues received from those delivery service classes as reported 

278 in AIC's billing system. These revenue allocations provide the offset to class revenue 

279 requirements authorized by the Commission in the referenced Order. 

280 Q. How did yon incorporate the true-up rft!onciUation amount into tbe ECOSS 

281 results? 

282 A. First, I established unbundled ECOSS results for each Rate Zone and Rate Class 

283 under equalized Rates ofRetum. Then, I allocated a portion of the total true-up 

284 reconciliation amount to each rate class using an allocation factor based on historical 

285 delivery service charges. The sum of the ECOSS results and the allocated portion of the 

286 true-up reconciliation amount is the net revenue requirement for each rate class consistent 

287 with the overall net revenue requirement presented by AIC witness Mr. Stafford. Finally, 

288 I determined the net unbundled revenue requirement components, including the true-up 

289 reconciliation. The net unbundled revenue requirement components resulting from this 

290 final step were used for the revenue allocation and pricing which will be explained in 

291 more detail later in my testimony. The only difference in this process from prior formula 

292 rate update proceedings is the inclusion of the true-up reconciliation. 

293 Q. What allocation factor did you use to aUoeate tbis true-up rft!onciliation 

294 amount to tbe rate zones and rate classes? 

295 A. I used an allocation factor based on historical delivery service charges billed to 

296 each of the rate classes during calendar year 2012 . 
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297 B. Results of Embedded Cost of Service Studies 

298 Q. Wbat are the Delivery Service Classes used in your Electric ECOSSs? 

299 A. The present rate classifications ofDS-1 (Residential Delivery Service); DS-2 

300 (Small General Delivery Service); DS-3 (General Delivery Service); DS-4 (Large 

301 General Delivery Service); and DS-5 (Lighting Service) are the basis for my study. DS-3 

302 (General Delivery Service) and DS-4 (Large General Delivery Service) have been further 

303 split into three subclasses differentiated by supply voltage: +100 kV, Distribution High 

304 Voltage, and Primary Voltage. 

305 Q. Please summarize the results of the Electric Rate Zone ECOSSs. 

306 A. The ECOSS results are summarized in three exhibits: Ameren Exhibit 7.1, 

307 Ameren Exhibit 7.2, and Ameren Exhibit 7.3. The net revenue requirement, including 

308 true-up allocation, is summarized in Ameren Exhibit 7.4. 

309 Ameren Exhibit 7.1 contains, for each Rate Zone and each delivery service class, 

310 the rate of return earned under present operating revenues.4 Ameren Exhibit 7.1 also 

311 includes rate base components, operation and maintenance expense, customer service and 

312 accounts expense, administrative and general expenses, depreciation and amortization 

313 expense, and taxes for each delivery service class within each rate zone, as calculated by 

314 the ECOSS models. 

315 Ameren Exhibit 7.2 contains, for each Rate Zone and each delivery service class, 

316 the revenue required to allow AIC to earn an equal rate of return for each delivery service 

.. Present revenues are consistent with revenues reflected in the standard informational filing 
requirements, Part 285.3005 Schedule C-I. 
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317 class.' Arneren Exhibit 7.2 also shows the corresponding rate base components and 

318 expenses under this equalized rate of return for each delivery service class. Arneren 

319 Exhibit 7.2 does not include the true-up reconciliation amount in the revenue 

320 requirement. 

321 Arneren Exhibit 7.3 contains, for each Rate Zone and each delivery service class, 

322 the unbundled revenue requirement components necessary for AlC to earn the equalized 

323 rate of return shown in Exhibit 7.2 for each delivery service class. Unbundled revenue 

324 requirement components include, among others, categories such as Distribution, Services, 

325 Meters, Customer Service, etc. The sum total of these unbundled revenue requirement 

326 components for all Rate Zones equals the total AlC revenue requirement excluding the 

327 2012 true-up reconciliation. 

328 Arneren Exhibit 7.4 shows, for each Rate Zone and delivery service class, the net 

329 revenue requirement necessary to recover AIC's allowed revenue requirement per the 

330 perfurmance based formula rate, as presented by AIC witness Mr. Stafford. The net 

331 revenue requirement shown in Arneren Exhibit 7.4 allows AlC to earn an equal rate of 

332 return for each rate class before the allocation of the true-up reconciliation amount to 

333 each class. 

334 IV. RATE DESIGN 

335 A. Delivery Service Charges - Rate MAP-P Pricing Development 

336 Q. How is the pricing developed? 

, The rate of return used in these calculations is reflected in the standard informational filing 
requirements, Part 285.1005 Schedule A-2. 


